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Chapter 2

Hogan Lovells Studio Legale

Date Certain Requirements
in Insolvency Scenarios:
An Italian Peculiarity

‘Date certain’ (Italian and Latin: data certa) is a peculiarity of the

Italian legal system which typically emerges in a number of areas of

law among which, principally, insolvency scenarios. In common

language the concept of ‘date’ is used to fulfil the primary

requirement of establishing occurrences in time.  From a strictly

legal point of view, the date expresses the time when a fact occurred

(dies, in Latin): said definition is relevant with respect to the

document, covenant, act or transaction that are established and

proven by means of the date. 

The legal definition of date refers to the specification or mention, in

a written instrument, of ‘the time (day, month, year) when it was

made or executed’ (Black’s Law Dictionary, 1991, p. 274).  The

adjective ‘certain’ adds a further component to the time element.

Date certain relates to ascribing certainty, i.e. full confidence, faith

and reliance as to the exact and precise timing of a factual

circumstance or document.  In the end, it amounts to an issue of

evidence. 

Date certain is a highly disputed concept that has long been the

object of debate among Italian scholars and discussion by courts.

The subject matter is not fully settled today in that case-law has

taken diverse views and has shown on-going interest in the topic

even in recent times.  Indeed, in February 2012 the Italian Supreme

Court of Cassation was addressed to establish whether the

assessment of date certain may be carried out by courts ex officio or

if the issue is to be specifically raised by a plaintiff or defendant in

order for it to be judged.   

Authors and case law have shown particular interest in the topic of

date certain in connection with insolvency law, with a specific focus

on its developments in proof of debt in bankruptcy and claw back

actions.

Date Certain under the Italian Civil Code:
“Parties” and “Third Parties” to a Document 

Civilly, the problem of date certainty typically relates to the

evidentiary value of documents.  As such, its main point of

reference is to be found in the rules of evidence prescribed in the

Italian Civil Code, and particularly those regulating private

documents executed by individuals (as opposed to notarised deeds

or instruments certified by public bodies to give them credit and

authenticity).  

Under section 2704 of the Italian Civil Code “The date of a private

document without a certified signature, is not certain nor

enforceable vis-à-vis third parties, if not starting from the day when

the document is registered, or from the decease or physical

impediment of its signor(s), or from the day when the contents

thereof are reproduced in a notarial instrument, or from the day

when another equally certain fact is established that determines

equivalent certainty as to the prior formation of the document”.  The

rule provides a list of instances legally attributing certainty to the

date of a private document, such as notarisation, registration with

public records, or indisputable facts such as death or permanent

impairment.  In all such cases the date is presumed to be certain and

the presumption can be overturned only by questioning its

truthfulness through a specific civil action (involving the public

prosecutor and characterised by criminal connotations) known as

querela di falso. 

The general provision in the second part of the rule under section

2704 of the Italian Civil Code leaves the door open for case law to

establish ‘other equivalent instances’ where the date can legally be

considered certain.  In this regard, the Supreme Court has held that

the ‘other equivalent circumstances’ to establish date certain must

be “material circumstances” that are “independent of the party

invoking them to ground its claim” or that cannot in any case be

“manipulated” by said party1. This has led to a variety of solutions

established by courts in diverse cases brought to their attention. 

Firstly, a dated private document subsequently reproduced in a

notarial deed is considered to bear a date certain which coincides

with the date of the notarial deed.  Among the ‘other equivalent

circumstances’ that have been found by courts to establish a date

certain are, for instance: post office rubber stamps or seals

(postmarks), as long as they are affixed on the letter paper and not

only on the envelope (or on the stamps glued on the envelope)2; the

seal affixed on corporate books by notaries or public officers in

accounting review operations thereby certifying the company’s

accounting books3; the stamp placed on any document received by a

public body or agency (municipalities, government bodies, etc.) for

archiving and registration purposes4 and to record when the

document was received; the “served on …” record of service stamp

affixed by bailiffs upon serving process (bailiffs are public officers

in Italy); and the “filed on …” stamp placed by the court clerk on

briefs filed before a court5.  Finally, courts have held that a contract’s

date certain can be established from invoices (duly registered in

certified books of accounting) containing express reference to that

very same prior, non-registered contract lacking date certain.6

Conversely, courts have held that no date certain is established if a

private document lacking date certain mentions another private

document in turn lacking date certain7, nor reproducing a private

document (such as the text of a contract) in a writ of summons duly

served on the defendant, even if the writ bears the stamp of the

bailiff who served process8.       

The development of the digital revolution in the information age

has led to debate on the probative value of electronic documents.

The legal relevance of the date of formation of an electronic

Filippo Chiaves
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document assumes compliance with the technical rules on time

validation prescribed by statute (so-called Digital Governance

Code, Legislative Decree no. 82/2005).  As with affixing a

postmark to stamp the date in ink on a paper document, e-document

time validation consists in generating evidence of the existence of a

digital document and of the date thereof.  Lawful time validation

methods are listed in Presidential Decree no. 37/2009 and currently

include inter alia timestamps (a sequence of characters or encoded

time information attached to digital data) issued by a certified

authority, certified email (through a reputable email authentication

system) and the Electronic Post Mark (defined by the Universal

Postal Convention as amended in 2004 and implemented in Italy by

Presidential Decree no. 18/2007).

By establishing that the date of a private document without a

certified signature “is not certain nor enforceable vis-à-vis third

parties”, the rule under section 2704 of the Italian Civil Code is

believed to indirectly make a distinction between “parties” to the

private document and “third parties” who are foreign to the

document.  The certainty or uncertainty of the document’s date and

enforceability thereof relates to such third parties. 

Among those who are believed by courts to be “parties” to a

document are obviously those who executed the document

(signatories), but also those signing for and on behalf of others9 and

including both representatives and represented parties10; also, the

heirs of a deceased signatory11, as well as the assignees of a party

who executed the document12. 

Conversely, “third parties” to a document are persons bearing an

independent interest which is incompatible with the interests of the

parties to the document.  For instance, courts have held the

following to be “third parties” to a document: the company as

opposed to its shareholder with respect to an assignment of shares

of an unlimited liability partnership13; the assignee of a receivable

as opposed to the creditor and the debtor with respect to the debt

payment receipt14; and the revenue service as opposed to the

contractual parties’ agreement on the payment of the contract

registration duties15.

The distinction between “parties” to a private document (such as a

contract) and “third parties” who are foreign to the document is

particularly relevant in insolvency law issues in connection with the

role and position of the insolvency receiver.      

Date Certain in the Context of Insolvency 

The concept of date certain and the distinction between “parties” and

“third parties” to a document is of relevance in the context of

insolvency.  Particular attention is drawn on the probative value of

documents filed as evidence in bankruptcy proceedings and their

date, considering that as a general rule of Italian insolvency law

creditors’ claims must be supported by evidence of their dating prior

to the declaration of insolvency.  In this scenario, authors and courts

have debated on the position of the court-appointed insolvency

receiver who acts in the interest of all creditors of the insolvency

estate.  As such, the receiver is generally considered to be “third

party” in the sense depicted above, i.e. bearing an independent

interest as opposed to those of each creditor (and which may

ultimately be in conflict with the interest of a single creditor).  Indeed,

the receiver is acting to pursue the equal treatment of creditors and to

seek full recovery of the insolvent estate’s assets in order to liquidate

them and distribute the proceeds among the creditors in proportion to

their admitted claims. The general qualification of the insolvency

receiver as “third party” is coherent with the rule under section 2704

of the Italian Civil Code discussed above, which is construed as

implying that (i) whoever bears an independent interest is to be

considered as “third party”, and (ii) a document lacking date certain

is not enforceable vis-à-vis third parties.

This implies that whenever a creditor files proof of debt in

bankruptcy, proof must be given that the claim bears a date certain

prior to the insolvency: in other words, the documents filed as

evidence to ground the claim must bear a date certain16.  The same

principles apply if a creditor’s claim is not admitted, in which case

the creditor may challenge the denial order but evidence in support

thereof shall have to be characterised by date certain17.  Equally, if

property was sold by the insolvent party prior to the insolvency, the

purchaser’s title will prevail as long as, prior to the insolvency, the

property conveyance was duly registered in public records as such

bearing a date certain18. 

Another instance where the date certain requirement is of relevance

with regards to receivables assigned by the insolvent party prior to

insolvency.  Since under Italian law an assignment of receivables is

perfected if the debtor is duly notified of the assignment or accepts

the assignment, courts have held that the assignment of receivables

is ineffective vis-à-vis the insolvency estate if the notice of the

assignment to the debtor or the latter’s acceptance thereof are

lacking date certain prior to the insolvency. 

Most typically, the date certain requirement applies to claw back

actions19.  Italian insolvency law provides that certain payments

made and transactions carried out during the period prior to the

declaration of insolvency (so-called “look back” period) may be

invalidated (clawed back) by the insolvency receiver whenever the

act amounts to a benefit for one creditor to the detriment of the

others in violation of the equal treatment of the creditors principle. 

Claw back actions are initiated by the insolvency receiver who is

acting in the interest of all creditors of the insolvency.  This context

highlights the most significant outcome of the date certain doctrine:

it is unanimously believed by Italian authors and case law that any

documentary evidence filed by a creditor in defending against a

claw back action must bear a date certain prior to the insolvency

and documents lacking such requirement will be considered

ineffective vis-à-vis the insolvency receiver.

Acts Carried Out by the Bankrupt Party Before
and After the Bankruptcy: Payments and Formal
Requirements

The concept of date certain has a number of implications in

connection with specific insolvency law provisions. 

Under section 44 of the Italian Insolvency Act (Decree no.

267/1942 and subsequent amendments) any acts, payments made

and transactions carried out by the insolvent party after being

declared insolvent are invalid and ineffective irrespective of the

whether they do or do not imply a violation of the equal treatment

of creditors principle (par condicio creditorum in Latin).  In all such

cases, any evidence that a specific act, payment or transaction is to

be traced back to a period prior to the insolvency will be a matter of

meeting the date certain test. 

Under section 45 of the Insolvency Act, transactions carried out

prior to the insolvency may nevertheless be invalid if formally

perfected thereafter.  The law provides that certain transactions

require the fulfilment of formalities to be perfected, such as

notarisation or registration with public records (as with real

property conveyance, share transfers, mortgages, leases exceeding

9 years of duration, and others). All such transactions are deemed

ineffective vis-à-vis the insolvency estate if the transaction was

executed before the insolvency but registered or in any event

formalised thereafter, as they are believed to be lacking date certain

prior to the insolvency. 

6
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Procedurally, the ascertainment of (lack of) date certain

characterising such transactions is devoted to the insolvency court.

As anticipated above, recently the Italian Supreme Court of

Cassation was addressed to establish whether the assessment of date

certain may be carried out by the court ex officio or if the issue is to

be specifically raised by the insolvency receiver (as held by

previous case law20) or by the creditor relying on the transaction -

supported by documentary evidence - to ground its claims (as held

by lower courts in the past21). 

Filing Proof of Debt in Bankruptcy: Is
Documentary Evidence Self-evident?

Under section 52 of the Insolvency Act the declaration of

insolvency triggers the right of each creditor to concur with the

others to be equally satisfied in their claims, by ranking and

proportionately.  In this regard, creditors may file proof of debt in

bankruptcy and their claims will be admitted (and ultimately

liquidated) as long as they are established as undoubtedly dating

before the declaration of insolvency.  Proof of this is sought by

filing documentary evidence bearing a date certain.  This approach

was confirmed by the Supreme Court: in construing section 52,

courts have held that the rule is to be intended as implying that only

creditors with claims prior to the insolvency are entitled to be

satisfied by the liquidation22.  In the court’s view, the rule under

section 2704 of the Italian Civil Code should be applied in

determining the claim’s antecedence to the insolvency.  This

decision confirms once again that the doctrine of date certain is

highly significant in Italian insolvency contexts.  

Date Certain Issues in Claw Back Scenarios

As mentioned above, another insolvency law domain where date

certain assumes a substantial role is claw back.  Date certain can

help defendants summoned in claw back actions to support their

defence in a number of instances. 

As anticipated, the insolvency receiver can claw back any payments

made, securities granted or transactions stipulated by the insolvent

party in the look-back period prior to the declaration of insolvency.

By proving the date certain, the defendant could thus argue that the

relevant payment or transaction dates back to before the look-back

period (and therefore would not be subject to claw back).  Similarly,

the defendant could counter-argue that the payments at issue were

made under a valid contract executed with the insolvent party prior

to the insolvency (and this would assume that the contract bears a

date certain prior to the insolvency). 

This is particularly useful to avoid claw back actions under section

67(2) of the Insolvency Act.  According to this rule, payments of

due and enforceable debts not performed with money or other

normal payment systems in the look-back period are clawed back

unless the defendant can show that when paid it had no knowledge

of the debtor’s economic downturn and imminent insolvency.  In all

such cases, the claw back claim can be overturned if the defendant

can prove that it was unaware of the debtor’s distress and that the

payments – irrespective of their peculiarity – were made under the

terms and conditions of payment agreed in a valid contract bearing

date certain and repeatedly performed under a long-standing

business relationship. 

Another example is offered by contracts for the assignment of

receivables.  If creditor A assigns to B his claim vis-à-vis debtor C

and the debtor pays the debt and subsequently goes bankrupt, the

insolvency receiver can claw back the payment against the original

creditor A irrespective of the assignment of the receivable.

However, A can counter-argue that the receivable was transferred to

B under an assignment contract bearing date certain prior to the

insolvency.    

The above shows the importance of date certain in the context of

claw back. 

Comparing Different Legal Perspectives: Is Date
Certain an Issue Outside of Italy?

The date certain test is certainly a peculiarity of the Italian legal

system.  One may wonder how relevant the issue is in other

jurisdictions or if it is of any relevance at all. 

The German legal system belongs to the same civil law family as

the Italian one and the same legal roots tracing back to Roman law.

Nineteenth Century German doctrines and scholars influenced the

implementation of Italy’s post-unification civil code that led to the

enactment of the current Civil Code (including the rules on

evidence) and of the Insolvency Act, both dating 1942.  This

notwithstanding, the German rules on insolvency do not seem to

contemplate specific provisions on the certainty of the date of

documents and, generally speaking, there is no need to prove date

certain as prescribed by Italian law. The German rules appear to be

less stringent in that proof that a payment or transaction occurred

before insolvency may be given with any means, including by

alleging factual elements and circumstances which may

demonstrate anteriority to insolvency regardless of date

certification by public authorities.  This position is somewhat

similar to the open clause encompassed in the second part of section

2704 of the Italian Civil Code allowing case law to establish ‘other

equivalent instances’ where the date can legally be considered

certain.  However, the German approach is different in that a

German insolvency receiver would not automatically question the

date of a document solely because it was not certified and in

principle the need to prove the certainty of the date of a contract is

not viewed as a prerequisite to file evidence to support a claim.

The French legal system, which for a number of historical reasons

appears to bear the most similarities to the Italian one, does not

seem to contemplate a date certain concept.  The existence, date and

validity of claims/debts under French insolvency law are matters of

proof.  There are no specific rules concerning the date certain within

the framework of insolvency proceedings.  Creditors must file a

declaration of claims/debts (déclaration de créance) with the

creditors’ representative within a specific time period (2 months for

French creditors).  The claims/debts are verified and paid in

accordance with the rules applicable to the insolvency proceeding.

The notarisation or the registration of an agreement attributes

certainty as to the date of the covenant giving “date certaine” to the

document and overturning the burden of proof for challenging the

date of the claim/debt.  Even if this element may strengthen the

claimant’s position, it is not essential, in that claims/debts which do

not have “date certain” can also be accepted if they are clearly

evidenced by any appropriate means (signed originals of contracts,

court decisions referring thereto, official certificates, etc.).  It is

worth noting that under French insolvency law certain payments

made by the insolvent company during the look back period

(période suspecte) can be nullified, irrespective of whether the

claim/debt bears a date certain or not.  Therefore, the date certain

does not appear to be a requirement in French claw back scenarios. 

As to the common law perspective, generally the date certain is not

considered an issue. 

In U.K. administration or liquidation proceedings, likewise as in

Italy, filing the proof of claim entails filling in a form and filing

documents in support of the claim, and the liquidator may call for

7
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further evidence thereof and the creditor may challenge the denial

of admission of the claim.  However, there appears to be no basic

need to prove date certain anteriority to insolvency.  Under English

law a contract need not be dated in order to be valid (in the presence

of an offer, an acceptance, consideration and the intention to create

legal relations between the parties, and delivery in the event of

deeds) and if an issue should arise on the date of the document,

reference will be made to other elements connected to the formation

thereof in order to establish timing.  It is noteworthy to point out

that also under Italian law, an undated contract would be deemed

valid, but in an insolvency scenario attention would primarily be

drawn to the certainty of the date of the transaction and its

anteriority to insolvency.  In sum, the U.K. perspective would not

seem to consider date certain as an issue.          

Similar conclusions may be drawn on the U.S. approach to the

problem.  No date certain requirement is contemplated in Title 11 of

the U.S. Code (Bankruptcy Code), neither in Chapter 7

(liquidation), nor in Chapters 11 and 13 (reorganisation).  As far as

pre-petition claims for proof of debt in bankruptcy, there is a

presumption of validity of the claim and supporting evidence

thereof, and in principle debtors will hardly question the date or

validity of the documents filed with the claim.  If timing issues do

arise as to a transaction underlying a claim, U.S. law contemplates

the possibility of filing affidavits to confirm specific circumstances

(an option which is unknown in Italian law).  Date certain issues

equally do not seem to arise in claw back scenarios such as with

preference actions (which allow the bankruptcy trustee to void

certain transfers of the debtor’s property that benefit creditors

where the transfers occurred within the 3-month reach-back period

from the date of filing of the bankruptcy petition) or fraudulent

conveyance (a cause of action in the event of conveyance of assets

made with actual intent to hinder, delay or defraud creditors). 

Based upon the foregoing, although certainly a peculiarity of the

Italian legal system, apparently the date certain test is not felt as an

issue in the above-mentioned jurisdictions. 

Practical Tips and Conclusions

As the saying goes, onus probandi incumbit ei qui dicit.  The

Romans were concerned about the duty to prove one’s claim: much

in the same perspective, the date certain requirement in Italian

insolvency scenarios plays a significant role both with respect to

claims and to claw back defences, where the burden of proof of

anteriority to insolvency lies on the creditor.

In light of the above, non-Italian companies doing business with

their Italian counterparts should take the necessary precautions to

ensure that their transactions are encompassed into contracts,

agreements and covenants bearing a certified date.  Considering

that non-Italian companies may have limited access to some of the

means to ensure date certain as discussed above, date certification

may easily be sought through notarisation or, if not applicable, by

postmarking the relevant document. These simple safeguards

should be carefully taken into consideration by foreign companies

in view of ensuring a stronger protection of their rights and interests

in the event of their involvement in insolvency scenarios which are

not uncommon in current times where global headwinds are

relentlessly slowing down the economy.   
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